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ABSTRACT
In parallel with the continuously increasing parameter space di-
mensionality, search and optimization algorithms should support
distributed parameter evaluations to reduce cumulative runtime.
Intel’s neuromorphic optimization library, Lava-Optimization, was
introduced as an abstract optimization system compatible with
neuromorphic systems developed in the broader Lava software
framework. In this work, we introduce Lava Multi-Agent Optimiza-
tion (LMAO) with native support for distributed parameter evalua-
tions communicating with a central Bayesian optimization system.
LMAO provides an abstract framework for deploying distributed
optimization and search algorithms within the Lava software frame-
work. Moreover, LMAO introduces support for random and grid
search along with process connections across multiple levels of
mathematical precision. We evaluate the algorithmic performance
of LMAO with a traditional non-convex optimization problem, a
fixed-precision transductive spiking graph neural network for cita-
tion graph classification, and a neuromorphic satellite scheduling
problem. Our results highlight LMAO’s efficient scaling to multi-
ple processes, reducing cumulative runtime and minimizing the
likelihood of converging to local optima.

KEYWORDS
Bayesian optimization, neuromorphic computing, search algorithms,
multi-agent optimization

1 INTRODUCTION
Many of today’s most interesting problems require solutions to high
dimensional and non-linear systems that determine the optimal
parameter configuration. Multiple areas such as autonomous robot-
ics [13], graph neural networks [6], evolutionary algorithms [12],
and physics-informed neural networks [15] are limited by the time
expenditure from individual parameter evaluations. Rather than
traditional procedural approaches like random search [3] or grid
search [11], modern techniques employ heuristic algorithms mak-
ing informed decisions from prior knowledge, such as Bayesian
optimization (BO) [14] with roots in Bayesian statistics [2]. While
BO reduces the quantity of problem evaluations by orders of mag-
nitude, many problems still face runtime issues where the reduced
number of synchronous evaluations is not enough to compensate
for the immense time required by individual evaluations [5].

Intel’s neuromorphic software framework, Lava, was introduced
as an abstract software framework for developing neuromorphic

systems. In this work, we introduce LavaMulti-AgentOptimization
(LMAO), a novel framework for evaluating parameter configura-
tions across multiple asynchronous processes whose results are
aggregated into a single optimizer or search algorithm. This frame-
work is completely open-sourced through GitHub1. We evaluate
the performance improvements and operational characteristics of
LMAO with the Ackley function [1], a fixed-precision transductive
spiking neural network for citation graph classification [17], and a
satellite scheduling problem using quadratic unconstrained binary
optimization [10].

In summary, the major contributions of this paper are:
• We introduce Lava Multi-Agent Optimization (LMAO) with

support for distributed optimization.
• We demonstrate the performance of LMAO with the Ack-

ley function [1], a transductive spiking graph neural net-
work [17], and a QUBO optimization problem for satellite
scheduling [10].

2 ARCHITECTURE OF LMAOWITHIN THE
LAVA SOFTWARE FRAMEWORK

Intel’s neuromorphic software framework, Lava [10], provides an
abstract interface for building interconnected systems of event-
based computational elements. The lowest-level building blocks
are Processes which provide a blueprint of inputs, outputs, and
internal variables. Lava provides a base library of ports allowing
inter-process communication. In-Ports receive information from
other processes whereas Out-Ports transmit information to other
processes. Individual Process functionality is defined within Process
Models2. Moreover, Process Models are architecture specific so the
same Process can have multiple Process Models for execution on
different hardware platforms such as central processing units or
Loihi 2 neurocores.

Lava Multi-Agent Optimization (LMAO) introduces the general-
purpose Solver. Serving as the single point of entry into the LMAO
framework, the Solver is a contract between users and developers.
This utility provides an abstract interfacewhere users define various
parameters such as number of iterations, number of initial points,
parameter search spaces, and optimization algorithm types.

Rather than being limited to sequential parameter evaluations [18],
LMAO introduces support for multiple, parallel agents communi-
cating with a central optimization or search algorithm. A high-level

1Code available at https://github.com/Parsa-Research-Laboratory/lmao.
2See http://lava-nc.org for details about Lava concepts like Processes and Process Models
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Figure 1:Multiple independently operating agents processing
different hyperparameters from the central search algorithm
with LMAO.

flowchart of this process is presented in Figure 1. Controlled by the
numAgents parameter, users can distribute evaluations to multiple
asynchronous agents and increase the effective number of evalua-
tions per time step. The LMAO backend supports this functionality
by dynamically creating pairs of In-Ports and Out-Ports for each
process and using the Lava runtime framework to distribute agents
across multiple processes.

Algorithm 1 Agent Initialization & Initial Point Sampling

Require: numAgents = {numAgents ∈ N|numAgents ≥ 1}
Require: numIps = {numIps ∈ N|numIps ≥ 1}
Require: numIps ≥ numIterations

opt← getOptimizer()
ipQueue← opt.getInitialPoints(numIps)
completedIters← 0
for 𝑖 = 0 to numAgents - 1 do

outPort← getOutPort(i)
nextPoint← ipQueue.pop()
outPort.send(nextPoint)

end for
repeat
for 𝑖 = 0 to 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 do

inPort← getInPort(i)
if inPort.probe() is false then

continue
end if
point← inPort.recv()
opt.update(point)
completedIters = completedIters + 1
if ipQueue.nonEmpty() then

outPort← getOutport(i)
nextPoint← ipQueue.pop()
outPort.send(nextPoint)

end if
end for

until completedIters ≥ numIps

As shown in Algorithm 1, the system is initialized by sending
a unique initial point to each agent. With agents executing asyn-
chronously, they evaluate the received parameters and return the
corresponding values on stochastic time intervals. Simultaneously,
the search algorithm probes each In-Port from each agent process. If
the port has received an evaluated parameter combination, the data
is decoded and used to update the search algorithm. This process is
repeated until all initial points have been evaluated.

Algorithm 2 Heuristic Search

Require: numAgents = {numAgents ∈ N|numAgents ≥ 1}
Require: 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝐼𝑝𝑠 = {numIps ∈ N|numIps ≥ 1}
Require: numIter = {numIter ∈ N|numIter > numIps}
opt← getOptimizer()
completedIters← numIps
repeat

numPoints← min(numIter - completedIters, numAgents)
if numPoints < 1 then
return

end if
unknownPoints← opt.ask(numPoints)
for 𝑖 = 0 to numPoints - 1 do

outPort← getOutPort(i)
nextPoint← unknownPoints.pop()
outPort.send(nextPoint)

end for
numComplete← 0
repeat

inPort← getInPort(i)
if inPort.probe() is true then

point← inPort.recv()
opt.update(point)
completedIters = completedIters + 1

end if
until numComplete ≥ numPoints

until completedIters ≥ numIter

With all initial points evaluated, LMAO uses learned knowledge
to heuristically explore the parameter space. As shown in Algo-
rithm 2 and using the constant liar strategy [4], unique, unknown
points are sampled and transmitted to each agent for parallelized
evaluation. Upon completion, the evaluated points are used to up-
date the model. This process continues until the desired number of
iterations is reached wherein all processes are stopped and results
are returned to the user.

3 RESULTS & DISCUSSION
We evaluate the performance of Lava Multi-Agent Optimization
with a traditional non-convex optimization problem [1], a spiking
graph neural network for citation graph classification [17], and a
quadratic unconstrained binary optimization problem in the Lava-
Optimization library [10]. All experiments were conducted with a
desktop computer equipped with an AMD Ryzen 7 3700x processor
and 64GB of quad-channel DDR4 memory.
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Figure 2: (A) The runtime latency of LMAO using BO on the Ackley function [1] with varying amounts of manually induced
delay. (B) The accuracy convergence of single andmulti-agent BO for citation graph classification [17]. (C) Grid search execution
times with satellite scheduling [10] across different numbers of processes.

3.1 Traditional Non-Convex Optimization
The Ackley [1] function is a classic non-convex optimization prob-
lemwithwidespread usage.We evaluate this functionwith Bayesian
Optimization (BO) across a varying quantity of agents. The search
space is continuous, real values across the range of each problem
dimension. For a total of 50 optimization iterations, we configure
the optimizer to sample 10 initial points before using BO to intelli-
gently explore based on prior knowledge. BO is able to successfully
learn each function and converge arbitrarily close to the global
minima. As shown in Figure 2A, we perform the same experiment
across a varying quantity of agents from 1 to 10. Given the low
computational complexity of individual function evaluations, the
overhead of spawning multiple processes and the latency of updat-
ing the Gaussian model outweigh the benefits of multiple agents
and doesn’t reduce the overall runtime. To evaluate the necessary
evaluation latency for LMAO’s multi-agent capabilities to be ef-
fective, we manually add delay to each function evaluation. As
shown in Figure 2A, we iterate over multiple delay values: 1s, 3s, 5s,
and 10s. These results highlight the positive correlation between
the performance benefits from multiple agents and the latency of
individual functional evaluations.

3.2 Transductive Spiking Graph Neural
Networks

In the second experiment, we demonstrate the performance of
LMAO with a fixed-precision spiking graph neural network. In-
troduced in [6], citation graph classification is performed with
transductive learning where the spiking neural network structure
is designed based on the citation graph itself. More recent works
such as [5] and [17] demonstrate the capability of this approach
with Bayesian optimization (BO) while intra-network computations
are limited to integer precision compatible with Loihi [7].

Using LMAO, our goal is to reduce the total optimization time
required by BO to select the optimal parameter set. As shown in
Table 1, our search space consists of 4 variables: paper to paper
weight, train to topic weight, val to topic 𝜏+/− and number of
simulation steps. We perform two BO experiments with 1 and 5
agents, with the results being averaged over 3 repetitions and 3
random seeds. Both experiments generate and evaluate 10 random

Table 1: The parameter search space for optimizing the fixed-
point spiking graph neural network [17] with LMAO.

Parameter Options
Paper to Paper Weight {100, 101, ..., 500}
Train to Topic Weight {1, 2, ..., 10}
Val. to Topic 𝜏+ & 𝜏− {20, 21, ..., 60}
Simulation Steps {5, 7, ..., 13}

Table 2: The parameter search space for optimizing the neu-
romorphic satellite scheduling problem [10] with LMAO. The
overall space contains 270 parameters.

Parameter Options
Turning Rate {1.0, 1.25, ..., 3.0}
View Height {0.25, 0.50, ..., 1.5}

Number of Satellites {2, 3, 4, 5, 6}

points to initialize the underlying Gaussian process (GP). For the
experiment with one agent, the acquisition function is used to
select a point to evaluate next. This point is evaluated with the
results incorporated into the GP. This process is repeated 20 times
for 30 total iterations. Conversely, the experiment with 5 agents
takes the initialized model and selects 5 unknown points using the
constant liar strategy [4]. These 5 points are evaluated in parallel
with the results returned and used to update the GP. Distributing
the optimization across multiple agents reduces the total number
of GP model updates and expands the variety of evaluated points.
As shown in Figure 2B, this allows the experiment with 5 agents
to explore a wider area of the search space and avoid converging
to local optima as in the case with 1 agent. Moreover, expanding
the search across multiple agents reduces the overall optimization
time by 2.2x.

3.3 Satellite Scheduling with Quadratic
Unconstrained Binary Optimization

In our last experiment, we highlight the performance impact of
multi-agent optimization for traditional grid search applied to a
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novel satellite scheduling algorithm within the Lava-Optimization
library [10]. Using the 270 parameter search space shown in Table 2,
we perform grid search with varying numbers of agents, ranging
from 1 to 50. As shown in Figure 2C, LMAO’s multi-agent architec-
ture efficiently scales where there is an inverse correlation between
the number of agents and total search time. Specifically, increasing
the number of agents from 1 to 50 reduced cumulative runtime by
5.57x.

4 CONCLUSION
In this work, we introduce LavaMulti-AgentOptimization (LMAO),
a novel framework for parallelized optimization and search algo-
rithms within the Lava software framework. Our results demon-
strate the scalability of this system applied to a variety of application
spaces with multiple optimization and search algorithms. Using the
abstract framework provided by LMAO, we are planning to include
more algorithms such as: evolutionary algorithms [8], hyperdimen-
sional Gaussian process regression [9] and distributed Bayesian
search [19]. Moreover, we will expand the application space for
LMAO in areas such as automated neural network design [12] and
robotic control [16].
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